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Abstract. Solar farm could not penetrate grid at substantial amount because 
it could disturb the grid operation due to its fluctuation output. This, the 
objective of this study is to theoretically analyze the power output 
stabilization of a solar farm by integration of Micro Gas Turbine (MGT). A 
1MW scale of solar farm was first designed according to IEC 60364-5-
52:2003, MS281837 and AMBO Chart method. Then, designed solar farm 
and MGT were modelled and simulated Simulink. In this study, both system 
need to stabilize power output at 800 kW throughout the year. It was found 
that it is possible to balance the power output of the solar farm to have 
constant power output throughout the year at 800 kW. However, all MGTs 
frequently operated at partial load that decreased their efficiency. Thus, it is 
possible to solve the solar farm problem with the technique, but further 
investigation the environmental and economic impact in comparison with a 
conventional power generation and a solar farm only is needed.  

1 Introduction  
Photovoltaic (PV) in large-scale as solar farm is significantly increasing in recent years. 

However, solar farm at high portion of the whole grid demand causes concerns in keeping 
supply-and-demand balance because of power fluctuations nature of PV. This is called as 
“Duck Curve” by California Independent System Operator (CAISO). The duck curve 
illustrates two areas of concern, first is the possibility of excess generation in day time due 
to the inability of the grid to integrate large amount of solar generation. The second area of 
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concern is the need for the grid to ramp up quickly enough to meet the evening peak where 
the solar is not available.  

Smoothing solar farm output found to be an economical method. Effects like voltage 
fluctuation, reverse power flow and frequency deviation produced due to PV power output 
fluctuations can be reduced by complementing PV with rapid energy storage technologies 
such as batteries, fuel cell, capacitors with more effective control [1, 2]. 

On the other hand, a hybrid renewable energy generation system that combines more than 
one energy sources working together for electrical services could also reduce the severeness 
of this problem [3-5].   

In addition, it is also possible to control the output total of PVs at the point of generation 
before being supply to grid. Thus, the grid operator does not have any issue on stabilizing the 
grid if solar farm could control it output. This, is possible if the solar farm is integrated with 
reliable and stable power generation that could supply the amount of power that is needed by 
the grid. Micro Gas Turbine (MGT) could be one of the options because of its capability to 
follow the demand, low NOx emission and well commercialized prime mover. However, 
there is no study on the stabilizing power output of large scale PV as solar farm by integrating 
the solar farm with MGT. 

Thus, the objective of this paper is to analyze the performance of MGT integrated Solar 
Farm. The whole 1 MW Solar farm with inverter was designed and simulated, and then MGT 
also simultaneously operated to ensure amount of power injected to the grid is constant 
throughout the simulation period.   

2 Materials and methods  

2.1 Grid connected PV design and sizing 

 The PV modules were 315 kWp monocrystalline SPR-315E-WHT-D, and the central 
inverter was PVS800 1000 kW. PVs and the inverter were selected and matched by AMBO 
Chart method. Lastly the BOS components for the system were sized based on IEC 60364-
5-52:2003 and MS281837. The solar farm has 3,080 modules and producing a total of 970 
kW at STC. After the whole solar farm design was completed, all component were modelled 
in Simulink for a simulation. The specification of the PV and the inverter are shown in Table 
1 and Table 2. 
 

Table 1. PV module specification 

Parameter  Value Parameter  Value 

Peak power (Pmax) 315 W Short circuit current (Isc) 6.14 
Rated voltage (Vmpp) 54.7 V NOCT 45 oC +/-2 oC 

Rated current (Impp) 5.76 A Length (L) 1064 mm 

Open circuit voltage (Voc) 64.6 V Width (W) 1559 mm 

 

Table 2. Specification of the choosen inverter 

Parameter  Value Parameter  Value 

Type designation PVS800-57-
1,000kW-C 

Maximum DC current (Imax (DC))  1,710 A 

DC voltage range, mpp (UDC, mpp) 600 to 850 V Number of protected DC inputs 8 to 20 (+/-) 
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Table 1. PV module specification 

Parameter  Value Parameter  Value 
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Table 2. Specification of the choosen inverter 

Parameter  Value Parameter  Value 

Type designation PVS800-57-
1,000kW-C 

Maximum DC current (Imax (DC))  1,710 A 

DC voltage range, mpp (UDC, mpp) 600 to 850 V Number of protected DC inputs 8 to 20 (+/-) 
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2.2 PV system model 

 The mathematical model of PV module in Simulink was developed based on the method 
proposed by [20] and [21]. As shown in Fig. 1 the model basically requires two inputs which 
are the Tamb and ĪG. Based on the hourly inputs, the model will calculate the amount of energy 
generated by the PV module, EPV [kWh] as the output in that hour. 

 
Fig. 1. PV model in simulink 

 
EPV is calculated by Eq. (1) where PPV is the rated power output of a single PV module [kW], 
KG is the coefficient of solar irradiation [-], KT is the coefficient of module temperature [-], 
Kdirt is the coefficient of loses due to dirt or dust on the PV module surface [-], Kmismatch is the 
coefficient of loses due to interconnection of PV modules that do not have identical properties 
[-], and NM is the number of module available in the hybrid system.  
 
                          𝐸𝐸𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 = 𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃𝑃 × 𝐾𝐾𝐺𝐺 × 𝐾𝐾𝑇𝑇 × 𝐾𝐾𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷𝐷 × 𝐾𝐾𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝐷𝐷𝑚𝑚ℎ × 𝑁𝑁𝑀𝑀                                   (1) 

 
 
KG can be calculated by Eq. (2).  
 
 

                                                    𝐾𝐾𝐺𝐺 = 𝐼𝐼�̅�𝐺 
𝐼𝐼�̅�𝐺.𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆𝑆

                                                                       (2) 
 
where ĪG is the hourly global solar irradiation of the demand site [kW/m2] and ĪG.STC is the 
global solar irradiation at STC. KT can be calculated from the expression given in Eq. (3).  
 
                                    𝐾𝐾𝑇𝑇 = [1 + ( 𝛽𝛽

100) × (𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 − 𝑇𝑇𝑆𝑆𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶)]                                                 (3) 
 
where the β is the temperature coefficient given by manufacture in [%/oC], TC is PV module 
cell temperature [oC], and TSTC is PV module cell temperature at STC [oC]. The TC of the PV 
module can be estimated using Eq. (4). 
 
                                           𝑇𝑇𝐶𝐶 = 𝑁𝑁𝑁𝑁𝐶𝐶𝑇𝑇 

800 × 𝐼𝐼�̅�𝐺 − 𝑇𝑇𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑚𝑎𝑎                                                             (4) 
 

  
where NOCT is the nominal operating cell temperature of the PV module [oC]. Finally, once 
the hourly EPV was calculated, the hourly efficiency of the PV module can be estimated by 
Eq. (5).  
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                                                                      (5)         
 
where APV is the area of a single PV module [m2]. 

2.2 MGT system model 

 5 unit of 200 kW MGT model was adopted for the simulation. The model is extensively 
elaborated in previous literature [6, 7]. The basic performance are reported at ISO conditions 
is shown in Table 3. At the rated power output, the electrical efficiency is 33%. 
 

Table 3. Summary of nominal performance at full load power and ISO conditions for MGT 
Parameter  Value 

Net power output  200(+0/-4) kW 
Net efficiency (LHV) 33(+-2) % 
Nominal steady fuel flow (HHV) 2400000 kJ/hr 

 
Fig. 2 illustrates the MGT model block developed in the Simulink environment. As shown 
in Fig. 2, the inputs of the model are Tamb and LF, whereas the output of the model are Power 
and Exhaust heat output that finally became Energy Output, mass flow rate of exhaust gas 
and its temperature, and fuel consumption.  
 MGTs will operate one by one until the whole MGT integrated solar farm could generate 
800 kW of power output. Only MGTs generates 800 kW at night, whereas MGTs only 
generate the portion that solar farm could not generate to achieve 800 kW during day time 
 

 
Fig. 2. PV model in simulink.    

3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Power output stabilization  

Fig. 3 shows the results of the MGT integrated solar farm for 3 days. Green line shows 
the power output of the solar farm, red line shows the total power output of the multiple MGT, 
and the black line shows the sum of power output from former and later. It was found that 
MGTs operate most of the time and it power generation reduced during day time. This is 
when PV could generate electricity especially during afternoon. By this strategy, it was found 
that the total power output at the solar farm could be maintained at 800 kW.  

Fig. 4 shows the hourly efficiency of the solar farm throughout the year. It was found 
that the average power generation efficiency of the solar farm was 13.78% at peak hour. 

Fig. 5 shows the efficiency of all MGTs throughout the year. Since MGTs need to 
balance the power output of solar farm to achieve 800 kW, they operate at lower partial load 
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3 Results and discussion 

3.1 Power output stabilization  

Fig. 3 shows the results of the MGT integrated solar farm for 3 days. Green line shows 
the power output of the solar farm, red line shows the total power output of the multiple MGT, 
and the black line shows the sum of power output from former and later. It was found that 
MGTs operate most of the time and it power generation reduced during day time. This is 
when PV could generate electricity especially during afternoon. By this strategy, it was found 
that the total power output at the solar farm could be maintained at 800 kW.  
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Fig. 5 shows the efficiency of all MGTs throughout the year. Since MGTs need to 
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and efficiency also decreased. MGT1 has high efficiency throughout the year because it is 
the first MGT that operates to balance the solar farm output. Whereas, MGT5 has the lowest 
efficiency because it is the last MGT to operate and therefore always operate at lower partial 
load. Thus, it is possible to have MGT integrated solar farm with controllable power output 
that could solve the problem of power output fluctuation and imbalance between supply-
demand in grid system by the solar farm. However, further investigation on the 
environmental and economic impact in comparison with a conventional power generation 
and a solar farm only is needed. 

 

 
Fig. 3. Power output of MGT integrated solar farm 

 

 
Fig. 4. Power generation efficiency of the solar farm  

 

 
(a) MGT1      (b) MGT2 

 
       (c) MGT3      (d) MGT4  
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       (e) MGT5 

Fig.5. Efficiency of all MGTs throughout the year 

4 Conclusion 
Multiple unit of MGTs were integrated in a solar farm to solve the problem of power 

output fluctuation and imbalance between supply-demand in grid system by the solar farm. 
970 kW scale of solar farm was designed and modelled, and then MGTs were modelled and 
integrated with the solar farm. Simulation in simulink shows that it is possible to balance the 
power output of the solar farm to have constant power output at 800 kW throughout the year. 
However, all MGTs frequently operated at partial load that decreased their efficiency. Thus, 
it is possible to solve the solar farm problem with the technique, but further investigation the 
environmental and economic impact in comparison with a conventional power generation 
and a solar farm only is needed.  
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